Sound Reception System by an Acoustic Luneburg Lens
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Applying the directionality of a Luneburg lens, a sound reception system for ships is designed. A two-dimensional acoustic Luneburg lens which is made of 253 acrylic pipes of different radii which control the refractive index is used. It has a large disk shape; a diameter of 180 cm and a height of 20 cm. The 8 microphones were installed around the edges of the lens. The sound reception ability of the lens was tested on the sea using the horn of a university training ship as an emitter and the lens loaded on a small boat as a receiver. Both are moving at 20 $\sim$ 40 km/h at a distance of between 300 $\sim$ 700 m. The lens could focus to recognize the direction of the input sound in the frequency range between 300 $\sim$ 900 Hz.
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I. Introduction

Many ships are heavy and therefore it’s not easy for a ship to turn or stop like an automobile due to large inertia. Every ship is equipped with radar which gives the information of other ships nearby. Nevertheless, there is a possibility of causing an accident due to poor visibility such as from dense fog or heavy rain. For this reason, all vessels shall be subject to short sound (1 s) and long sound (4 $\sim$ 6 s) to prevent a collision accident by attaching a sound generating device by IMO (International Maritime Organization) regulation\textsuperscript{[1]}. As a device to support this, SRS (Sound Reception System) in Fig. 1 has been developed and used for ships\textsuperscript{[2]}. The SRS is composed of one speaker and four lamps. Four weatherproof microphones are mounted on the front, tail, and both sides of the ship and connected to the device. If two lamps are lit with speaker beeps, then the quadrant area of the two lamps is the direction of the sound. It provides one of four possibilities to the navigator as to the location of the acoustic source.

In this paper, we suggest a totally different SRS by a metalens so called acoustic Luneburg lens (ALL). Luneburg lens is a GRIN (GRadient INdex) lens and focuses the incoming wave on the opposite side of the lens without aberration\textsuperscript{[3–5]}. There has been a lot of progress in the realization of the Luneburg lens due to metamaterials\textsuperscript{[6–8]}. For example, the focusing area could be any point, and the shape does not necessarily have to be spherically symmetric\textsuperscript{[9]}. In 2014 Kim et al.\textsuperscript{[10–12]} reported the realization of ALL. Afterwards, several ALL were presented due to many possible application areas\textsuperscript{[13–16]}. ALL has two serious properties and several potential application areas related to it. One is the focusing ability that is free of aberration and the other does the directional ability from the other side focusing. The focusing ability is useful for ultrasonic diagnosis in the biomedical or industrial fields because it extends the sensing range. The directional ability is maybe useful for sonar because it gives the direction of the acoustic source directly. It works passively by the focusing of a sound wave, and actively by creating a plane wave at both modes. However, a direct application of ALL in industry has not been reported yet. We fabricated a two-dimensional (2D) ALL as SRS for ships and tested the directional ability on the sea. The result of the field experiment is reported.

II. Design and fabrication

A main feature of the Luneburg lens is its multifocusing property, as it is shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) for the optical and the acoustical versions, respectively. We designed and fabricated a 2D ALL using the common GRIN lens method. It is a direct geometric application of transformation optics. The refractive index profile of
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the Luneburg lens is given as $n(r) = \sqrt{2 - \left(\frac{r}{R}\right)^2}$, where $R$ is the radius of the lens and $0 \leq r \leq R$. It was derived from Fermat’s principle and the calculus of variations [3–5]. The refractive index can be rewritten in the discrete form too as $n_i = \sqrt{2 - \left(\frac{i}{N}\right)^2}$, where $N$ is the number of layers inside the lens and $i = 0, 1, 2, ..., N - 1$.

The velocity of the sound waves traveling inside the ALL depends on the density and bulk modulus. Then, the effective density in the medium is the only parameter controlling the acoustic refractive index locally [17]. The lens is composed of 253 square cells and each cell has a high impedance cylindrical obstacle in the centre. We set the side length of the square cell be 10 cm and the number of concentric rings is $N = 10$. Then, the diameter of the lens is 180 cm. The obstacles are acrylic pipes of different radii and the same height of 20 cm. The lens of the top and bottom was covered by two large acrylic plates to satisfy 2D condition. The thickness plates and the pipes were 5 mm. The lens fabricated finally is shown in Fig. 3.

The operational wavelengths of the lens are in the range $a < \lambda < 2R$, where $a$ is the size of the unit cell and $R$ is the radius of the lens. At the same time the thickness of the lens or the height of the pipes, 20 cm, must be smaller than the wavelength due to the 2D restriction. Then, the theoretical maximum focusing frequency range is about $200 \text{ Hz} < f < 1,700 \text{ Hz}$. However, the actual available frequency range is much narrower than this. We plotted a numerical simulation of ALL at some frequency ranges by COMSOL Multiphysics in Fig. 4. The SPL (sound pressure level) gain of $5\sim10 \text{ dB}$ was obtained in the available frequency range of $300 \text{ Hz} < f < 900 \text{ Hz}$.

### III. Experiment on the sea

We have tested the focusing ability of the ALL with a ship’s horn sound a couple of years ago [18]. The ship is docked and ALL was fixed on land. Then, the lens focused the incoming sound enough to recognize up to 1.4 km away from the source without any other noise. At the distance of more than 1 km, lower than 200 Hz was the main source from the horn.

However, the real condition at sea is totally different from this. Sound sources are possibly multiple and emitters and receiver are both moving. It is pretty dynamic and confusing with a lot of noises. Therefore, we decided to test the focusing ability of the ALL at sea where both are moving. The air horn of the university training ship of MMU (Mokpo Maritime University), about 4,700 tons, was used as a sound source. The lens and four people boarded a small boat to control the lens as Fig 5. During the loading of the lens to the boat, the acrylic edge of the ALL was broken a little. Eight microphones were installed at the edge of the lens with the same intervals of 45 degrees. Eight is the minimum number of the microphones to check the operation, and it is adjustable to as many as one needs. The microphones are connected to the laptop and operated by LabVIEW program.

The experiment was implemented on the Yellow Sea near 34.47.0N and 126.15.0E on the morning on 16th of December, 2018. The sky was clear and the temperature was about $3 \sim 5 \text{ Celsius}$. The training ship and boat were
FIG. 4. Numerical simulation of the acoustic Luneburg lens at different frequencies and their sound pressure level. (a) Freq. = 400 Hz, (b) Freq. = 600 Hz, (c) Freq. = 800 Hz. (d) Frequency dependent acoustic gain.

FIG. 5. Installing the microphones to the ALL on the boat. The edge of the ALL was broken a little during the loading.

FIG. 6. The trajectory of the two vessels and the data depending on the positions. A is the emitter and a, b, c are the receiver positions. This is not the real scale. The distances between the two vessels are (a) \(\sim 700 \text{ m}\), (b) \(\sim 300 \text{ m}\), and (c) \(\sim 300 \text{ m}\). The round points of 1-8 are the directions. The bar numbers are the intensities of arbitrary units.

sailed at 20 \(\sim\) 40 knots (37 \(\sim\) 54 km/h), and the distance between the two were about 300 \(\sim 700 \text{ m}\). Two vessels moved a similar way of collision situation as Fig. 6. The distance of more than 1 km was too weak to recognize the source signal with the lens. To detect far distances, it needed a wider lens.

Since we need low frequencies to predict the exact direction, we filtered the high frequency noises of the sound source. Several MEMS (Micro-Electro Mechanical Systems) microphones ADMP401 were used to convert sound signal into an electrical signal. It has a SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) of 62 dBA and flat wide-band frequency response from 100 Hz to 15 kHz. Amplified signal by the amplifier OP37 was transmitted to NI CompactRIO-9022 with NI-9215 which is an analog input module. FPGA (Filed Programmable Gate Array) design for fast operation was applied. Input signal is filtered with appropriate data for size comparison at each
position by NI-LabVIEW software program.

We did not connect lamps to the lens during the sea experiment. However, if it is commercialized, a monitoring system of the mirror image can be installed in the navigation room. Then, the motion of the acoustic source can be observed directly by the naked eye and ear. As approaching the source, the lamps become brighter, and as receding the source, the lamps become dimmer [19]. The volume of the speaker works on the same principle. For those Radar-like SRS a better filtering system in the navigation room is needed.

IV. Discussion

A two-dimensional acoustic Luneburg lens with a diameter of 180 cm was used as a sound reception system for a ship. The focusing ability was measured under dynamic condition that the source and receiver were moving at sea. It directly indicated the direction of sound sources with much better accuracy than the commercialized SRS devices on the market. Transparent acrylic was chosen as the material to show the structure of the lens, but weatherproof aluminum will be a good choice for manufacturing the copies in the factory using a mould. The design and performance of the lens as a sound reception system was reported. We tested the performance of the ALL in the air, but it should work underwater as well. Therefore, it may be used as a next generation of sonar or underwater acoustic window.

Although the ALL worked as a SRS in the frequency range between 300 ∼ 900 Hz, it should be at least 5 m of the diameter to be commercialized because IMO requires to accept the frequency range between 70 ∼ 820 Hz [1]. Therefore, the circular ALL is suitable for a large ship only. For small ships, a modification of the lens should be introduced, by making it with elliptical or box-type shape [20, 21]. Another practical concept is foldable lens like wings of insects that expand only during bad weather conditions.
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tion of the Luneburg sonar in the lab.
